q@theinvestigation.org
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

q@theinvestigation.org
Friday, April 9, 2021 7:40 PM
william.sommer@thedailybeast.com
sommerwf@gmail.com
FW: ed gabriel

Hello Mr. Will Sommer,
https://www.reddit.com/r/QAnonCasualties/comments/mkl11y/im_will_sommer_a_reporter_for_the_daily_beast_and/
According to the above it states:
“My name’s Will Sommer. I’m a reporter for the Daily Beast covering conspiracy theories and the far‐right, and the author
of a forthcoming book on QAnon for HarperCollins. You may have seen me in HBO’s Q: Into the Storm, which wrapped up
on Sunday. I’ve been covering QAnon for three years, and have witnessed all of its bizarre, damaging effects on people
and our society … I've been struck by the less visible, but maybe even more damaging, effect that it's had on thousands
(millions?) of relationships across the country.”
My question to you is this: You state above that you have “been covering QAnon for three years” when in reality, you
have been covering the Clinton pedophile ring since February 26th, 2010 as documented in the first email response you
sent to me (which I forwarded below). Did you forget the dozens of emails we exchanged since that time? We even spoke
directly over the phone in March of 2011 (you were using phone number 571‐268‐6955). Did you forget that
conversation? Are you saying that I never tipped you off to the Clinton pedophile ring since 2010? I wrote you again in
2020 and you even responded to me on September 27th, 2020 email (forwarded below) and then I responded again by
giving you my url at www.theinvestigation.org and my phone number, but no response. You are asking to speak to people
affected by the QAnon, but you refuse to speak to at least one direct victim of the Clinton pedophile ring. Can you see
how that type of behavior does nothing but feed the conspiracy monster?
Obviously there can be any number of fake Q out there after the scandal first leaked in October 2016, but who
cares? There is only one person who is not anonymous that has come forward to report them since 1987. Where was
4chan, 8chan and 8kun from December 1987 until October 2016 when the fake “pizzagate” parody first broke.nnAre you
alleging that I am lying about being molested by one of Clinton’s friends (Joseph McPhillips) back in 1987? And are you
alleging that I am lying about returning to Morocco in 2007 to assassinate McPhillips by surprising him in his house and
throwing him down a flight of stairs? If I was some Hollywood princess accusing some troll named Harvey Weinstein of
rape, I am celebrated. But a male child reporting an attempted molestation by one of Clinton’s friends, and this is how the
FBI, the media, the courts respond?
McPhillips last words were “let me get my boots”

RIP Q (2011‐2021)
RIP M (1991‐2011)
RIP X (1986‐1991)
What letter should I do next?
LOV/11368

From: william.sommer@thedailybeast.com
Sent: Sunday, September 27, 2020 3:10 PM
To:
@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Morocco

Hi there,
Sounds like something I would do, haha. What's up, would love any info you have
Will Sommer
Reporter, The Daily Beast
(703) 863‐1148
william.sommer@thedailybeast.com
@willsommer
From:
@gmail.com
Sent: Sunday, September 27, 2020 1:03 PM
To: william.sommer@thedailybeast.com
Subject: Morocco
Hi Mr. Sommer,
I you name seems familiar, did we speak a while back concerning Morocco and Ed Gabriel?
If it was you, I would like to share some newsworthy information with you.
Thanks
Alix

@gmail.com
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

sommerwf@gmail.com
Thursday, March 10, 2011 1:09 AM
@gmail.com
Re:

Hi. I haven't responded yet because I'm still working my way through the emails.
Frankly, I'm not interested in the gay angle, unless there's actual child pornography that was covered up. The idea of
someone being gay just won't play in the US, or in Europe, even if they were gay in Morocco. I don't care if two
consenting adults want to sleep together, and I have a lot of gay friends I don't want to insult by pretending there's any
homosexual agenda.
That said, the Moroccan army information sounds great. If you're still interested in working with me, great. But I can't
run the gay stuff.
On Wed, Mar 9, 2011 at 5:43 PM, Frankie Manolo <
If you responded, i never recieved it...

@gmail.com> wrote:

@gmail.com
From:
@gmail.com
Sent: Friday, March 4, 2011 8:52 AM
To: sommerwf@gmail.com
Subject: Re: sahara blog
Attachments: 1.pdf; 01.jpg; 02.jpg; 03.jpg
was working at an american school, so his work was done entirely in English
the majority of employees of the american schools in morocco do not speak french or arabic...
the american school stuff has already been proven, so there is no need to prove it....
all you would need to do is ask gabriel, or anyone at the schools, to provide you the emails/communications they are quoting from in their letter to mekour (which you
already have in your possesion), or you could then approach them with the emails yourself and ask them whether these are the emails they are using to quote from, and
they would still not deny it, but not confirm it....
its very simple....gabriel and the others knew that Mr.

didn't do anything they had been accusing him of, period.

i will send you some emails with gabriels name on them when I get home tonight, emails where he is plotting to harm another headmaster that they fell out of favor
with, and I will provide you with a snippet of an audio recording where Gabriel himself is admitting to the fact that Mr.
did not do the things he was being
accused of.......
attempting to incarcerate a person on false allegations is a crime, and all the elements of it are present in these documents....it doesn't matter that the federal government
refused to prosecute because the embassy itself had assisted gabriel and eastman by providing them with a confidential CIA report on
, which was then leaked to
the public in Morocco as part of the smear campaign
as for the attempted assasinations abroad and whatnot, here is the problem with my releasing these tapes without first addressing the security concerns of my source I
attached the docs and a link to one of the docs and an email from the source describing the dates and newspapers that published these articles:

On Fri, Mar 4, 2011 at 1:11 AM, Will Sommer <sommerwf@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi, Frankie. A question for you: how could

work in Morocco, yet not speak French or Arabic?

Here's the thing. I guess you're representing him in some way, and that's fine. But the American School stuff is mostly hard to prove--how can I, in America, prove
something that happened in Morocco, especially when I haven't seen an email with Ed Gabriel's name on it? I can tell you now, if you don't have some massive proof
like video of Ed Gabriel doing something, I won't be able to find a place for school-related information.
Look at it like this. It can look like Mr.
was in the right. It can look like people were trying to screw him. But unless I have something that definitively proves
that actual crimes were going on, rather than just an employment dispute, I can't do anything.
The real money here is the Moroccan general stuff--the recordings you say he has about attempted assassinations, and stuff like that. If you can get me that, I could
run a story.
Are you in the United States? Call me sometime tomorrow: 571-268-6955.

On Wed, Mar 2, 2011 at 7:52 PM, Will Sommer <sommerwf@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi! I have received this information. Thank you for putting it together, I'm sure it took a lot of time. I will need probably until tomorrow to process all this
information, then I'll get back to you with my response.
Thanks!

On Wed, Mar 2, 2011 at 7:20 PM, Frankie Manolo <

@gmail.com> wrote:

On Wed, Mar 2, 2011 at 4:05 PM, Frankie Manolo <

@gmail.com> wrote:

ok...i will get you some credentials by this evening
On Wed, Mar 2, 2011 at 1:14 PM, Will Sommer <sommerwf@gmail.com> wrote:
Absolutely. My blog's pretty dead, but I could find placement for the documents, recordings, and stories on other sites I have connections with.
Let me know more, and we'll get started. Send me something that isn't on Cryptome. As a reporter, I need to make sure you're credible before I can
work with you. The DST has already tried to embarrass me once :)
On Wed, Mar 2, 2011 at 7:20 AM, Frankie Manolo <

@gmail.com> wrote:

i got more...much much more....
do you have people that would be interested in seeing more material, inlcuding secret recordings (made with Gabriel, a moroccan prince, a high ranking
Moroccan General in the military who is currently the fifth most powerful person in Morocco, and other dignitaries in Morocco including the British Counsel)
that will blow the lid off corruption in Morocco...
I also have very juicy information on the KIng himself, regarding his personal business dealings in the states that are handled by Abslam Jaidi, his personal "go
to man" in the states......

On Tue, Mar 1, 2011 at 11:10 PM, Will Sommer <sommerwf@gmail.com> wrote:
Holy crap. What's your connection to all this?

On Tue, Mar 1, 2011 at 10:56 PM, Frankie Manolo <

@gmail.com> wrote:

http://cryptome.org/
check this out....just the tip of the iceberg on your friend Edward M. Gabriel and his various crimes against humanity.......

